INTRODUCTION
WHERE stresses (internal, inter-trait correlations) between sequential characters exist the more "influential" characters in the sequence may project their form of environmental and genetic control into subsequent characters through the medium of these intercorrelations. The character so affected will thus have two main determinants influencing its expression -that induced by the influence of the stresses and that operating over and above those stresses. In genetic analysis of sequential characters we generally analyse only the observed values and ignore the presence or influence of correlations. In the present paper we will subject to genetic analysis both the observed expression of a character and that part of the variation operating over and above the influence of correlations. To obtain this" remainder" variation, not ascribable to correlation, the influence of correlation as a contributory source of variance may be removed from all characters in the sequence, excluding the first, by a technique which has been previously summarised (Thomas, Grafius and Hahn, 1970a) .
We have already applied the method of removing correlations to simple genotype x environment experiments (Thomas, Grafius and Hahn, 1970b ). Presently we wish to extend the treatment to consideration of a more sophisticated and purely genetic analysis and will consider a situation where the environment may be presumed constant. The genetic analysis applied here -the diallel analysis ofJinks and Hayman (1953)_allows a detailed examination of the genetic system. A 4 x 4 diallel analysis is applied to four sequential untransformed (correlated) and transformed (uncorrelated) multiplicative characters in wheat. The four characters, which are components of yield, are in their chronological developmental sequence: heads per plant, spikelets per head, seeds per spikelet and weight/grain. Consideration is also given to progeny prediction of the complex character yield. The raw data are taken from a published source, Whitehouse, Thompson and Valle Ribeiro (1958) . Both their F1 and F2 diallel sets are considered.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
The experiment has been fully described by Whitehouse et al. (bc. cit.) and their material consequently needs no redescription. Transformation was applied separately to the F1 and F2 diallel sets as described by Thomas, Grafius and Hahn (1 970a). The intercomponent covariances (or correlations) and variances used in the transformation were calculated from the cross mean values of the entire diallel set under consideration (F1 or F2). We would have preferred utilising the correlations or covariances within * Presently professor, Suwon University, Korea. M2 177 crosses to remove the stresses within cells of the diallel table. The present procedure must therefore rest on the assumption that the inter-cell correlations are representative of the intra-cell situation and that for the latter corresponding r's are homogeneous over cells. Indirect evidence for this assumption is forthcoming from the established similarity between corresponding inter-cell r's calculated from the complete diallel and those obtained from the parental sets. The transformed and untransformed F1 and F2 values are shown in table 1, and these data are subjected to the diallel graph analysis of Jinks and Hayman (1953) and the outcome shown in figs. la to 4b.
For the first character in the sequence the situation is unchanged from that shown by Whitehouse et al. (bc. cit.) . The remaining characters are, however, transformed and both transformed and untransformed analysis of any one character within a particular generation are included in one figure Vr data. Neither regression line is significant and the pattern of distribution of the array points suggests genic interaction. This suggestion is somewhat stronger for the transformed data as may also be the mean level of dominance since the array points are generally distributed at a greater distance from the relevant limiting parabola.
(d) Weight per grain. A high level of additivity again apparently holds for untransformed data in figs. 4a and 4b for both generations. On the other hand, the closeness to the Vr axis of the array points for the transformed values in both generations could be taken as a measure of gene interaction or as an indication of a lack of genetic control over this last character in the sequence.
(e) Summary of Wr/Vr graphs findings. The interpretation of untransformed data appears straightforward and strongly indicates that all components are under predominantly additive control. On the other hand, the transformed data appear to exhibit deviation from an additive schemetoward a higher dominance and/or genic interaction level and this tendency increases as we progress along the developmental sequence. Removing the influence of correlation appears to have revealed a somewhat different type of genetic control than that surmised from analysis of untransformed data.
(ii) Degree of genetic control over the sequential characters There are differences in the degree as well as the differences discussed above in the type of control over these sequential characters when correlations are removed and compared with the untransformed data. This may be surmised easily from the relative positions of the limiting point in figs. 2a to 4b. The position of this point indicates the degree of parental variance, since here Wr = Vp and Vr = Vp. In turn, Vp, the variance of parents, is a convenient measure of genetic variation (in fact, the additive variance) and therefore we must conclude that there are differences in the amount of genetic variation exhibited by a character when expressed with and without correlation. In the process of comparing the genetic variance of the transformed and untransformed values let us assume that environmental variance does not contribute, a reasonable view since it must at least be constant across transformed and untransformed values for a character and lastly assume that the narrow sense heritability of all characters, untransformed, is 100 per cent.
To compare the amount of variance present in the transformed and untransformed data we could simply express the parental variance of the former as a percentage of the latter. However, as may be seen from table 1, the means of untransformed characters and their transformed values are different and thus the variances are not directly comparable. Therefore, in our comparison we chose to weigh each variance with its specific mean-and use this weighted variance as a measure of genetic variation. In table 2 the parental means, variances and weighted variances for transformed and untransformed characters are given. In this table the parental means and variances of the transformed data were obtained from the transformation of the parental set only and not from the complete diallel set transformation. Also, for each character a comparison of the weighted variances for transformed and untransformed data is indicated, the former being expressed as a percentage of the latter; this column is interpreted as the "amount " of induced by the influence of correlation. Were all this genetic variance found to be additive it would also represent the " true relative " heritability of the character-but we know from the Wr/Vr graphs that dominance is Vr generally present for the transformed variable and thus the " true" heritability would generally be somewhat reduced over that indicated in the last column of table 2.
(iii) The complex character, yield
We have not subjected the complex character yield to genetic analysis since it is contended that the subject will have been covered in the analysis of the components. Whitehouse et al. (bc. cit.) did apply the Wr/ Vr graph analysis to yield and the described epistatic condition for this trait when compared with the additive control over its components lends some weight to Grafius (1965) position that the components may interact on a non-genic Estimation of" true relative " genetic variance of sequential characters F2 but drives the correlation to virtually zero in the F, (table 3). We may surmise that there is some form of intercomponent interference underlying the situation and we already have examined above the consequences of one form of such interference-the inter-trait correlations. Removal of the correlations allows the recognition of two broad categories of component: "influencing", e.g. heads/plant in the F, and spikelets/ear in the F,, and "influenced ", e.g. the subsequent traits (see table 2 ). It is not too large a step to hypothesise that "influential" traits should not only strongly affect subsequent traits but contribute " disproportionately" to the variance of the complex trait. This surmise is borne out from the results given in 
